Agenda

- Schedule weekly with Donabee
- Assign AI
  - Batters should be ordered, will check again
  - Address sent to Jim Klein
- David - Posting SOW
- Chris - Awaiting reply from John Canning
- David - Calendar to be posted
  - Google Calendar access given

Arb Gen
  - Wave Wiz for Arb Gen

Schedule meeting with Donabee

1:00PM - 1:30PM Wednesday

Chris - Read Arb gen + Comm manual
  - Read about acquiring Wave Wiz

A Power Supply is an Unknown...

6V batteries (200Ah)? (92)
Charge rate -> 50A?

We ordered 45.
Design for 4, see for more budget upon successful demonstration

Charging Configuration

- What needs programming?
- How often to be accomplished?

SEADOG?
AT

Owner

Chris

AI

Read comm
Research setups/Block Diagram
Research high current amps
Ah testing
Ah testing

Due

Chips

James

ERP

Tuesday

Class - Sess - 501

- Contact Client to confirm status, conceptual design completed
- Client signed off on Report
- Components on order ASAP
  1st month spent design docs/code for fabrication...
- Hardware Review - Week before Spring Break
- Work to get to this point
- After Spring Break - working on testing mainly...

- LOOK AT SCHEDULE!!!
- Let Client/Director Heas about SOW/UPDATED
- Contact VSN/Zone about learning SEADAQ
  Solution Realization - Jan 30th/2009 - TEAM
- Need specific goals/Activities not just nebulous ideas

For essay responses ➔ Refer to list of Activities

- Look into the web based Uploads
  ➔ odleys@wualake.edu
- Knowledge PSC capabilities
- 4D Talk to Below about creating...